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Abstrat
Due to its omplex struture the parametrized xed point ation an not be simulated with the
available loal updating algorithms. We onstruted, oded, and tested an updating proedure
with 2+1 light avors, where the targeted s quark mass is at its physial value while the u and
d quarks should produe pions lighter than 300MeV. In the algorithm a partially global gauge
update is followed by several aept/rejet steps, where parts of the determinant are swithed
on gradually in the order of their expenses. The trial onguration that is oered in the last,
most expensive, stohasti aept/rejet step diers from the original onguration by a Metropolis
+ over-relaxation gauge update over a sub-volume of ∼ (1.3 fm)4. The aeptane rate in this
aept/rejet step is ∼ 0.4. The ode is optimized on dierent arhitetures and is running on
latties with Ls ≈ 1.2 fm and 1.8 fm at a resolution of a ≈ 0.15 fm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There is a onsiderable freedom in formulating QCD on the lattie. This freedom is re-
eted in the large number of ations tested and used in the quenhed approximation. There
are no mirales: good saling, good hiral properties, theoretial safety and the expenses
are in balane. Short of an algorithmi breakthrough one an expet to see in the future a
plethora of full QCD simulations and results obtained with dierent formulations adapted
to the physial problem as it happened in the quenhed approximation.
In this paper we disuss a full QCD algorithm for 2+1 light avors with the parametrized
xed point ation [1, 2, 3, 4℄. The lightest quark massmud whih an be simulated is set only
by the small hiral symmetry breaking aused by the parametrization error, the expenses of
a full updating sweep are pratially independent of mud.
Our updating proedure has no speial problems in onneting dierent topologial se-
tors nor in suppressing the topologial suseptibility. The algorithm is exat and the ation
ertainly desribes QCD in the ontinuum limit. It is a partially global update where the
piees of the determinant are swithed on gradually in the order of their expenses. The
partially global update implies that this is a volume-squared algorithm whih onstraints
the size of latties one an ope with in the simulations. Atually, the expense of a spei
setion of the algorithm, the eigenvalue solver, inreases even faster with the volume, but in
the present simulations this part is not dominating.
In the ongoing runs the target spatial sizes are Ls ≈ 1.2 fm and 1.8 fm with a resolution
a ≈ 0.15 fm. The target pion mass is below 300MeV. On the 1.2 fm lattie we also ran with
the smallest mud quark mass whih an be treated with our Dira operator, basially with
massless quarks.
Ations whih approximate the xed point of a renormalization group transformation have
been tested in detail in d = 2 and d = 4. The present form of the QCD xed point ation
and the related odes are the result of a long development to whih many of our olleagues
ontributed (see Ref. [5℄ and referenes therein). The algorithm disussed here is optimized
and running on three dierent platforms (IBM SP4, PC Cluster, Hitahi SR8000). This
paper is organized as follows. In Set.II we briey desribe the xed point ation. Set.III
summarizes the Partial Global Stohasti Update and its improvements in a general form
while Set.IV desribes how the update is implemented in our simulation. In Set.V we
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present some numerial results that illustrate the updating algorithm.
II. THE ACTION
A. The parametrized xed point ation
The speial QCD ation whih is the xed point of a renormalization group transformation
has several desirable properties [6℄. It is a loal solution of the Ginsparg-Wilson equation
[7℄,
γ5D +Dγ5 = Dγ52RD, (1)
with a non-trivial loal matrix R whih lives on the hyperube [8℄. The quark mass is
introdued as
D(m) = D +m
(
1
2R
−
1
2
D
)
. (2)
Eq.1 guarantees that the Dira operator is hirally invariant. Sine it is the xed point of
a renormalization group transformation, it has no ut-o eets in the lassial limit. The
parametrized version of this ation is an approximation whih has been arefully tested in
the lassial limit and in quenhed simulations [5, 9, 10, 11℄.
The parametrized xed point gauge ation Sg(U) [2℄ is a funtion of plaquette traes
built from the original gauge links U , and from smeared links. The smeared link ontains
staples in an asymmetri way: the weights of staples whih lie in, or orthogonal to the plane
of the plaquette are dierent. The gauge ation is a polynomial of smeared and unsmeared
plaquette traes. The 5 non-linear and 14 linear parameters are tted to the xed point
ation.
The Dira operator [1, 12℄ is onstruted on smeared gauge ongurations V (U). This
smearing is loal and ontains links projeted to SU(3). It is onstruted using renormal-
ization group onsiderations [13℄ and it reets the disontinuous harater of the hiral
Dira operator when the topologial harge hanges [3℄. The Dira operator has fermion
osets on the hyperube only. In Dira spae all the elements of the Cliord algebra enter.
The struture of these terms is restrited by the symmetries C, P , γ5-hermitiity, and ubi
symmetry. The 82 free oeients of this Dira operator are determined by a t to the xed
point Dira operator. We note that also for the Chirally Improved Dira operator  whih
has a similarly omplex struture  a global update has been suggested in Ref. [14℄
3
B. The 2+1 avor ation
Our goal is to simulate a 2 + 1 avor system with quark masses lose to their physial
values. As usual we integrate out the the fermioni elds and write the ation as
S = βSg(U) + u¯D(mud)u+ d¯D(mud)d+ s¯D(ms)s (3)
≃ βSg(U)− ln det
2D(mud)− ln detD(ms). (4)
The γ5-hermitiity of the Dira operator ensures that detD(m) is real, detD(m) =
detD†(m). If D were an exat solution of Eq.1 then detD(m) would be positive for any
m > 0. Due to parametrization errors our Dira operator has no exat hiral symmetry
and the requirement of detD(m) > 0 puts a onstraint on the quark mass m. For now we
assume that this ondition is satised.
One an rewrite the ation in an expliitly Hermitian form
S = βSg(U)− ln det (D
†(mud)D(mud))− ln det
(√
D†(ms)
√
D(ms)
)
. (5)
We want to emphasize that the appearane of the square root in Eq.5 does not mean that
we simulate a possibly non-loal ation. The ation we simulate is given by the manifestly
loal form in Eq.3.
III. THE STOCHASTIC UPDATE AND ITS IMPROVEMENTS
The parametrized xed point ation ontains many gauge paths and SU(3) projetions.
It is too ompliated, if not impossible, to simulate with algorithms that would require the
derivative of the ation with respet of the gauge elds. For that reason we have adapted
an updating method that requires only a stohasti estimate of the ation at eah step.
The (Partial) Global Stohasti Update was developed in [15℄, based on an old suggestion
[16, 17℄, to simulate smeared link staggered ations. It was developed further in [18, 19, 20℄.
Stohasti or noisy updating algorithms have been used in dierent ontext by many other
groups [21, 22, 23, 24℄. Here we take over the main points of the Global Stohasti Update
but add several improvements to reate an eient updating algorithm. In the next setion
we will summarize the general ideas of the update, then disuss the spei improvements
we have implemented.
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A. The Partial-Global Stohasti Update
In order to simplify the notation in this setion we onsider an ation with the generi
form
S = βSg(U)− ln detA
†A. (6)
Here A†A desribes 1 or 2 avors of massive fermions as disussed in Set.II B. A Global
Update proeeds in two steps:
A: Update (a part of) the onguration U → U ′ with the gauge ation βSg using
Metropolis, over-relaxation or other updates.
One ould aept or rejet (A/R) the proposed U ′ onguration with probability
Pacc = min
(
1,
detA′†A′
detA†A
)
. (7)
This proedure learly satises the detailed balane ondition but requires the evaluation
of the fermioni determinant. This lengthy alulation an be replaed by a stohasti
estimator as follows. We write the determinant ratio as a stohasti integral
detA′†A′
detA†A
= det (Ω†Ω)−1
≃
∫
D[η†η]e−η
†ηe−(η
†Ω†Ωη−η†η)
(8)
where we introdued the notation
Ω = A′−1A . (9)
B: For the stohasti aept/rejet step we rst reate a Gaussian random vetor
η with P (η) ∝ exp(−η†η). Now the new onguration is aepted with the
probability
P stochacc = min (1, e
−∆Sf ), (10)
where
∆Sf = η
†(Ω†Ω− 1)η. (11)
Eq.11 denes the stohasti estimator ∆Sf , the hange of the fermioni ation
with xed η [15℄.
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The stohasti update satises the detailed balane ondition [16, 17, 19℄, and repeating steps
A-B reates a sequene of gauge ongurations with the proper probability distribution.
For the 2+1 avor system of Eq.5 the stohasti estimator ontains two terms
∆Sf = η
†
u(Ω
†
udΩud − 1)ηu + η
†
s(Ω
†
sΩs − 1)ηs (12)
with Ωud = D
′ −1(mud)D(mud) and Ωs =
√
D′−1(ms)
√
D(ms).
The main ideas of the stohasti Monte Carlo update has been known for a long time but
it has not been used in numerial simulations beause of tehnial diulties. In its original
form the aeptane rate in Eq.10 is innitesimally small unless the ongurations U and
U ′ are nearly idential. The root of this problem is two-fold.
On one hand, if the typial values of | log det(D′/D)| are signiantly larger than 1 the
aeptane rate will be very small, even if the determinant ratio was alulated determin-
istially. On the other hand, an additional suppression of the aeptane rate ours due
to the stohasti evaluation in the A/R step. To illustrate this onsider the ase when
detD′/ detD = 1. Take a simple model for this situation with a Gaussian random variable
P (x) ∝ exp(−(x − x0)
2/2σ2). The relation 〈e−x〉 = 1 implies x0 = σ
2/2 hene for large σ
the aeptane rate is extremely small, ∼ e−σ
2/2 ≪ 1.
Note that the standard deviation of exp(−η†(Ω†Ω−1)η) is innite if any of the eigenvalues
of Ω = A′−1A is smaller than 1/2 [19℄. However, the extremely small aeptane rate ours
muh before this bound is reahed. In the following we disuss four improvement steps whih
are essential to get an algorithm with a good aeptane rate.
B. Improvements of the Global Stohasti Update
In this setion we disuss the dierent improvements we implemented to inrease the
eetiveness of the stohasti updating. In the redution tehnique the UV part of the de-
terminant is separated, its value is alulated non-stohastially and taken into aount more
frequently by intermediate A/R steps. This inreases the aeptane rate in the stohasti
A/R step signiantly by reduing both problems mentioned above. The subtration teh-
nique separates the IR modes by alulating the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of the rst few
low eigenmodes of the Dira operator. It ats analogously for the IR modes as the redution
for the UV part. The last two tehniques, the relative gauge xing and the determinant
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breakup, are applied in the last, stohasti A/R step, and are aimed at reduing the utu-
ations. The relative gauge xing brings the onguration U ′ as lose to U as possible. The
determinant breakup rewrites the Dira operator as produt of operators. The stohasti
estimator beomes a sum of independent terms and its utuation is redued.
The Global Stohasti Monte Carlo Update would not be eetive without these im-
provements. On large latties even with the improvements one an update only a part of
the onguration before evaluating the stohasti estimator making the algorithm to sale
with the square of the volume. Nevertheless on moderate volumes we found the algorithm
eetive, allowing the dynamial simulation of light, even nearly massless, quarks with an
ation where the hiral breaking and lattie artifats are small.
1. The Redution:
The stohasti hange of the fermioni ation an be written as ∆Sf =
∑
i(ωi − 1)η
†
i ηi
where ωi are the real eigenvalues of the operator Ω
†Ω and η†i ηi = O(1). While the eigenvalues
of the Dira operator are restrited to a ompat region, ωi an vary between ∼ m to ∼ 1/m,
though most of the eigenvalues orrespond the the UV modes are O(1). These UV modes
ontribute little to ∆Sf individually, but there are so many of them that they dominate the
utuations. To redue the utuations we transform the Dira operator D → Dr suh that
the UV modes of Dr are ondensed and thus the orresponding eigenmodes of Ω are loser
to unity. We hoose Dr suh that the hange in the determinant det(D/Dr) is alulable
analytially (non-stohastially).
The eet of the redution on the eigenvalue spetrum of D is illustrated in Figure 1. The
spetrum was alulated on a single 44 quenhed gauge onguration U with a ≈ 0.15 fm in
[3℄. The larger Batman like struture orresponds to the spetrum of the original Dira
operator. The Batman ears are mainly the onsequene of the non-trivial R operator
and are strongly redued if one onsiders the spetrum of DR whih is lose to a irle.
An overwhelming part of the eigenvalues are around the UV point (s, 0) in the omplex
plane where s ≈ 2.8. The points to the right of the long dotted line represent 95% of the
eigenvalues. With the redution we attempt to move the eigenvalues of D/s lose to 1.
Following Refs. [15, 25, 26℄ we dene a redued Dira operator
Dr = D e
−
∑n
i=1
ci(D/s−1)i . (13)
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Figure 1: The eigenvalue spetrum of the Dira operator on a single 44 gauge onguration. The
points of the larger Batman like gure orrespond to the original Dira operator while the points
of the smaller wing-shape struture in the enter represent the orresponding eigenvalues of the
redued Dira operator Dr/s. Setions marked by A, B and C on the original spetrum are mapped
to setions a, b and c after redution.
Choosing the oeients ci = (−1)
i+1/i the redued operator is Dr/s = 1+O((D/s−1)
n+1).
The ratio of the determinants Dr and D an be expressed in terms of traes of D
detDr = detD e
−
∑n
i=1
ciTr(D/s−1)
i
= detD e−
∑n
i=1
αiTrD
i
, (14)
and an be alulated non-stohastially by evaluating TrDk, k = 1, n. The omputing time
and the omplexity of the ode to do the trae alulations inrease rapidly as n inreases.
With our Dira operator we deided to stop at n = 4 in the redution. Working with Dr
is not muh dierent from D. Both in multipliation and inversion the exponential term in
Eq.13 an be approximated by a relatively low order polynomial.
In Figure 1 the smaller wing-shape objet in the enter orresponds to the eigenvalues
of Dr/s on the same gauge onguration as before. Setions marked as A, B and C on
the original spetrum are mapped to setions a, b and c after redution, illustrating how
the eigenvalues are transformed. The origin is a stationary point. The main eet of
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the redution is ondensing the UV modes. The points to the left of the short dotted
line again represent 95% of the eigenvalues. This region is not very obvious in the gure
sine all its points are ontained in a irle around (1, 0) with radius of about 0.01 (with
the overwhelming part of the eigenvalues being muh loser), showing the strength of the
redution. Aordingly, the UV utuations, that is the ontribution of the UV modes to
the stohasti estimator ∆Sf , is greatly redued.
At this point the ation Eq.5 an be written as
S = βSg(U) + SUV
− ln detD†r(mud)Dr(mud)− ln detDr(ms) (15)
where
SUV = −2
n∑
i=1
αi TrD
i(mud)−
n∑
i=1
αi TrD
i(ms) (16)
arries most of the UV part of the determinant.
2. The Subtration
The redution of the Dira operator as disussed in the previous setion eets mainly
the non-physial UV part of the determinant. The subtration that we introdue here
deals with the low lying IR eigenvalues of the Dira operator. The small eigenvalues of
D′ an reate large ωi eigenvalues of Ω = D
′ −1D. Besides suppressing suh ongurations
in the (full QCD) equilibrium ongurations, their presene produes large utuations in
the stohasti estimator, reduing therefore the aeptane rate in the stohasti A/R step.
By alulating some low lying eigenvalues (and the orresponding eigenvetors) one an
take into aount their ontribution more frequently and deterministially, so they do not
partiipate in the stohasti A/R step.
Denote the right and left eigenvetors of the Dira operator by
Dvλ = λvλ , w
†
λD = λw
†
λ . (17)
The eigenvetors w†λ an be hosen to fulll the normalization ondition
w†λvλ′ = δλλ′ . (18)
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In terms of the (non-hermitian) projetor operators
Pλ = vλw
†
λ (19)
whih, due to Eq.18, satisfy the relation P 2λ = Pλ, the Dira operator an be written as
D =
∑
λPλ . (20)
The subtrated Dira operator is dened by replaing a set of the lowest eigenvalues by the
onstant s
Ds = D +
∑
low
(s− λ)Pλ . (21)
We assume that we subtrat the omplex onjugate pairs together. For an arbitrary analyti
funtion f(D) the subtration gives
f(Ds) = f(D) +
∑
low
(f(s)− f(λ))Pλ. (22)
Subtrating the redued Dira operator of Eq. 13 gives then
Drs = De
−
∑
i
ci(D/s−1)i +
∑
low
(
s− λe−
∑
i
ci(λ/s−1)i
)
Pλ .
The small eigenvalues of the subtrated, redued Drs operator are replaed by s while its
UV part is ondensed near s. The stohasti estimator of Drs has redued utuations and
redued absolute value as well.
The ratio of the determinants of Drs and Dr an be alulated analytially using the
relation
detDr = detDrs
∏
low
λ
s
e−
∑
i
ci(λ/s−1)
i
. (23)
The inversion of D using that of Ds is given by
D−1 =
[
1 +
∑
low
(
s
λ
− 1
)
Pλ
]
D−1s . (24)
The smallest eigenvalues of D are replaed by the onstant s in Ds therefore the onjugate
gradient method onverges faster for Ds.
At this point the ation of Eqs.5 and 15 an be written as
S = βSg(U) + SUV + SIR
− ln detD†rs(mud)Drs(mud)− ln detDrs(ms) (25)
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where
SIR = 2
∑
low

− ln |λud|
s
+
∑
i
ci
(
λud
s
− 1
)i
+
∑
low

− ln |λs|
s
+
∑
i
ci
(
λs
s
− 1
)i . (26)
3. The Relative Gauge Fixing
Even if U ′ is a gauge transform of U , hene the determinant ratio is exatly 1, the
eigenvalues of Ω = D(U ′)−1D(U) are in general dierent from 1 (only their produt is 1).
As a onsequene the stohasti estimator in the A/R step an have large utuations,
greatly reduing the aeptane rate[20℄. These utuations an be redued signiantly by
gauge transforming U ′ so as to maximize
∑
x,µReTr(U
′
xµU
†
xµ), i.e. by bringing U
′
as lose
to U as possible. (We have also tried to x the gauge in both U and U ′ by some given
absolute gauge xing ondition, but the method disussed above was more eient.)
4. The Determinant Breakup
The redution, subtration, and relative gauge xing result in signiant improvement
of the stohasti estimator. Further improvements an be ahieved by writing the Dira
operator as the produt of l terms
A = A1 ×A2 × ....× Al . (27)
The orresponding stohasti estimator is the sum of l terms
∆Sf =
l∑
i=1
η†i (Ω
†
iΩi − 1)ηi (28)
with l stohasti η vetors and Ωi = A
′
i
−1Ai. If the eigenspetrum of the individual Ai
operators is loser to a onstant the utuation of the stohasti estimator is redued. In
Refs. [19, 27℄, following a suggestion in Ref. [28℄, the terms in Eq.27 were hosen to be
idential, Ai = A
1/l
. While this hoie does redue the utuations, it reates l equally
singular terms and requires the alulation of the lth root for eah of them. We found it is
more eetive to generalize the mass shifting method of [25℄ and write the Dira operator
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as
1
s
A =
A(µ0)
A(µ1)
×
A(µ1)
A(µ2)
× ...×
A(µl−1)
A(µl)
×A(µl) , (29)
where A(µ) = 1
s+µ
(A + µ) and µ0 = 0. The mass shift values µi are hosen suh that eah
term in ∆Sf ontributes approximately equally.
The rst term in Eq.28 is the easiest to analyze. At lowest order in µ1
η†1(Ω
†
1Ω1 − 1)η1 = −η
†
1
(
µ1
A
+
µ1
A†
−
µ1
A′
−
µ1
A′ †
)
η +O(µ21) . (30)
Unless the operators A and A′ are lose to eah other, µ1/A has to be small to ontrol the
stohasti utuations. Consequently µ1 has to be muh smaller than the smallest eigenvalue
of A. Later terms allow larger hange in the shift masses µi. The last mass of the series,
µl, is hosen suh that the stohasti estimator of the single operator A(µl) is omparable
to the previous terms. It is interesting to note that the leading term in Eq.30 vanishes for
a Ginsparg-Wilson Dira operator with R = const. However it is not zero in our ase.
In pratie we ombine the redution, subtration, relative gauge xing and the determi-
nant breakup. Only the last two terms of Eq.25 are treated stohastially. For the degenerate
u and d quarks we an have
A = Drs(mud) ,
A(µ) =
(
Dr(mud) + µ
s+ µ
)
s
, (31)
where the subtration is dened as in Eq.22. Eah term in the stohasti estimator requires
two multipliations and two inversions by A(µ). For the inversion a standard onjugate
gradient or its variant an be used.
For the s quark the situation is slightly more ompliated. The A operator ontains a
square root operation
A =
√
Drs(ms) ,
A(µ) =
√√√√(Dr(ms) + µ
s+ µ
)
s
. (32)
Again, eah term in the stohasti estimator requires two multipliations and two inversions
by A(µ). For both of these we approximate the square root operator by a polynomial
series. Polynomials have been used to approximate both positive and negative roots of
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Dira operators before [19, 27, 29℄. Our situation is dierent beause the operator Dr(ms)
is omplex. The ase of optimal polynomials for a omplex spetrum has been studied in
[30℄. Fortunately the strange quark mass is suiently heavy and a Taylor expansion in
(D(m)/s− 1) works well.
IV. THE ALGORITHM WITH 2+1 FLAVORS
We desribe now the algorithm whih has been oded, tested and optimized for dierent
platforms.The algorithm starts with a partially global gauge update whih is followed by
several aept/rejet steps, where parts of the determinant are swithed on gradually in the
order of their expenses. It is onvenient to rewrite the ation of Eq.25 in a dierent form
S = (β + δβ)Sg(U)
+ [SgUV − δβSg(U)]
+ [SUV − S
g
UV + S
appr
IR ] (33)
+ [SIR − S
appr
IR − ln detD
†
rs(mud)Dsr(mud)− ln detDrs(ms)].
The meaning of the dierent terms will be explained in the rest of this setion.
A. Gauge update
The gauge update is a standard Metropolis/over-relaxation loal update with the xed
point gauge ation at oupling βeff = β + δβ. Here δβ (added at this point and subtrated
later) approximates the shift of the gauge oupling due to the determinant and helps to
generate ongurations with lattie spaing a that is lose to the target value already at
this step. 4np gauge links, originating from np onseutive lattie sites, are updated with
Metropolis and then the same links with over-relaxation in a reversible sequene. This
ombination of updates we shall all a 'double update' in the following.
In the rst test runs our target lattie spaing is a ≈ 0.15 fm and np is 128 and 144 on
the 83 × 24 and 123 × 24 latties, respetively. In order to get the resolution a lose to the
target value we had to tune the oupling β repeatedly. The gures in this paper refer to the
hoie β = 3.15.
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Figure 2: The orrelation between ∆SUV and ∆Sg. The slope predits the optimal value of δβ ≈
0.15.
B. The 1st aept/rejet step
The gauge onguration reated as disussed above is aepted/rejeted (A/R) with
the ation SgUV − δβSg(U), where S
g
UV is a good gauge approximation to the redution
ontribution SUV of Eq.16. The funtion S
g
UV is represented by dierent gauge loops with
tted oeients on the smeared onguration V (U). This smearing is the same whih was
used in the parametrized Dira operator (Set.IIA). Calulating SgUV is fast and an be
done without building up the Dira operator. The deviation between SgUV and the exat
redution SUV will be orreted in the 2nd aept/rejet step below. The parameter δβ is
hosen to maximize the aeptane rate in this step. Figure 2 shows the orrelation between
∆Sg, the hange of the gauge ation, and ∆SUV , the hange of the ontribution from the
redution, for a set of onguration pairs {U, U ′}. From the slope δβ = −0.15 seems to
be a reasonable hoie. It is interesting to note that for our ation the introdution of
the determinant inreases the gauge oupling. In the usual Wilson and staggered fermion
simulations this shift is larger and in the opposite diretion. Sine the redution ontribution
is large for distant ongurations and the −δβSg term anels it only approximately, we have
to keep the number of updated links 4np in the gauge update modest in order to get a good
aeptane rate in this 1st aept/rejet. The ombination of steps in Sets IVA and IVB
is repeated N1 times.
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Figure 3: The approximation of ∆SUV in terms of gauge loops, ∆S
g
UV . This error is orreted in
the 2nd A/R step.
With the np value quoted before, the 1st aeptane rate is above 0.5. In the running
simulations N1 = 28, i.e. 4 × n × N1 ≈ 15k links are double updated before the 2nd
aept/rejet step.
C. The 2nd aept/rejet step
The yle of repeated steps in Sets IVA and IVB is followed by a 2nd aept/rejet
deision. In this step the Dira operator is built on the U ′ ompetitor onguration, the
traes are alulated for the exat redution, and a ertain number of the lowest eigenvalues
and eigenvetors are determined. The proposed onguration is aepted/rejeted with the
ation (SUV −S
g
UV ) +S
appr
IR . The rst term orrets the small error we made in the 1st A/R
step in approximating the traes in SUV with gauge loops. This error is typially small as
shown in Figure 3, where the hange ∆SgUV alulated in the gauge approximation is shown
as the funtion of its exat value. (The ation dierenes plotted in this gure are taken
between ongurations whih are oered to the 3rd A/R step, as a result of several 2nd A/R
steps. These large values of O(10) would ause a very small aeptane rate in the 3rd step,
had we not taken into aount this ontribution more frequently in the 2nd step.)
The last term SapprIR is an approximation to the ontribution of the low lying eigenvalues to
the determinant SIR in Eq.26. nev eigenvalues and the orresponding SIR are alulated for
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mud using an Arnoldi eigenvalue nder. The eigenvalues for ms are determined from these,
using leading order perturbation theory. (Due to the presene of R in the Ginsparg-Wilson
relation, Eq.1, the reation of the eigenvalues on hanging the quark mass is not a simple
shift.) This approximation is very good, the error is typially O(10−4) . The ombination
of the steps in Sets.IVA, IVB and IVC is repeated N2 times.
At present we alulate nev = 48 eigenvalues, whih inlude all the eigenvalues with ab-
solute value below ≈ 0.40 and ≈ 0.19 on the 83 × 24 and 123 × 24 latties, respetively.
The redution shifts these values further to around ≈ 1.0 and ≈ 0.5. We use an Arnoldi
routine from the publily available PARPACK pakage. The appliation is far from optimal
in our ase. Even though the eigenvalues and eigenvetors are alulated on very similar
ongurations and hange little from step to step, the routine annot use this fat and al-
ulates eah eigenvalue set basially independently. The internal alulations of the pakage
are also expensive, the multipliation of a vetor by the Dira operator does not dominate
it. These problems limit the number of times the 2nd A/R step is repeated. We an aord
N2 = 6 repetitions and the aeptane rate of the 2nd A/R step is around 0.65. Overall
about ≈ 90k links are double updated before the 3rd A/R step.
D. The 3rd aept/rejet step
The yle desribed above is followed by a nal, stohasti aept/rejet step with the
ation SIR − S
appr
IR − ln detD
†
rs(mud)Drs(mud) − ln detDrs(ms). The rst part orrets the
small error we made in alulating the ontribution of the low lying eigenvalues of D(ms)
to the determinant in the 2nd A/R step. For that we determine the low lying spetrum of
D(ms) on the ompetitor onguration U
′
whih is rst relative-gauge-xed with respet to
U . The seond term gives the stohasti estimator of the subtrated, redued, 2+1 avor
determinant. For the light quarks we break up the determinant into 76 terms. The lowest
eigenvalue of the redued subtrated Dira operator, Drs/s is around one and the rst few
mass shifts have to be muh smaller than that (see Set.III B 4). We hose ∆µi = µi+1−µi =
0.01 for i = 1 − 20. The later ∆µ values are onsiderably larger. Due to the subtration of
the low lying eigenmodes the onjugate gradient iteration onverges relatively fast, in about
70 steps at the lowest mass shifts and in 5-10 steps at the largest, eah step requiring two
D×v Dira operator multipliations. The exponential term for the redution requires about
16
20 D × v multipliations. For ms the determinant breakup has 38 terms and the smallest
shift is ∆µ = 0.02. The square root and its inverse of the redued, subtrated Dira operator
is approximated by their Taylor series in (D/s− 1). In the smaller mass shift region we use
250-300 order polynomials, for the larger mass shift values this redues to order 30-40. We
expet that this setion of the ode ould be signiantly improved.
With this losing aept/rejet step the algorithm beomes exat. The steps in Sets.
IVA, IVB, IVC, and IVD are repeated and the aepted ongurations that went through
all three lters form a Markov hain orresponding the parametrized xed point ation. The
aeptane rate of the 3rd A/R step is approximately 0.4.
E. Optimization and performane
The ode is optimized on three dierent platforms (IBM SP4, PC luster and Hitahi
SR8000). The dominating numerial step is the multipliation of a vetor by the Dira
operator, D× v, whih an be eetively parallelized on all the platforms. The eetiveness
of the internal manipulations of the PARPACK pakage, however, is very sensitive to the
arhiteture. It would be very preferable to replae this part of the ode by a QCD speialized
piee.
The stohasti estimator (in the 3rd aept/rejet) requires ≈ 21k and ≈ 26k D × v
multipliations on the 83 × 24 and 123 × 24 latties, respetively. To alulate the rst 48
eigenvalues/eigenvetors of the Dira operator requires ≈ 1k and ≈ 2k D×v multipliations
on the smaller and larger latties, respetively.
At ertain stages of the alulation the proessors are divided in two groups and work on
the gauge and Dira part of the ode independently. They are joined, however, to alulate
the stohasti estimator together.
V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In our rst set of test runs, starting from two dierent a ≈ 0.15 fm quenhed ongura-
tions, we generated about 400 + 600 83×24 ongurations, eah separated by a full yle of
updates and A/R steps as desribed in Sets.IVA-IVD. We hose the run parameters, based
on earlier quenhed runs, as β = 3.15, δβ = −0.15, mud = 0.017 and ms = 0.095. Figure 4
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Figure 4: The equilibration of the plaquette as the funtion of updating sweeps in a 2 + 1 avor
dynamial simulation. The two series started from two dierent quenhed gauge ongurations.
One sweep on the horizontal axis orresponds to a double update of the whole lattie.
shows the equilibration of the plaquette as the funtion of updating steps for our two sets.
The units on the horizontal axis are given in sweeps that orrespond to a double update
of the whole lattie whih orresponds to about 5 full yles. We determined the lattie
spaing from the stati potential as a = 0.14(1)fm, whih gives the spatial size Ls ≈ 1.1fm.
On this rather small volume the hadron spetrum shows large nite volume eets. Instead
of the pion mass, whih is dominated by the volume, we estimate the quark mass from the
eigenvalue spetrum of the Dira operator.
The left panel of Figure 5 shows the rst 48 low energy eigenvalues on 50 a ≃ 0.15 fm pure
Yang-Mills ongurations with mq = 0.017. This quark mass orresponds to mpi ≃ 300MeV
pions in the quenhed approximation. The right panel shows the rst 48 low lying eigenvalues
on 50 equilibrated dynamial ongurations. The eigenvalues of a massless hiral Dira
operator lie on irle if R = const. Our Dira operator has a non-trivial R in whih ase
one knows rude bounds only:the eigenvalues should lie between two irles touhing eah
other at the origin. The full spetrum on a 44onguration in Fig. 1 gives more information.
A small quark mass shifts the eigenvalues to the right. The sattering of the eigenmodes
haraterize the hiral symmetry breaking of our approximate Dira operator.
While the satter of the eigenmodes on the left panel is not negligible, its sale is small
(ompare to the whole spetrum of Fig. 1). In the quenhed hadron spetrum alulations
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of Refs. [5, 10, 11℄ at similar parameters no exeptional ongurations were observed whih
is onsistent with the quenhed spetrum in Fig. 5 here.
There are several new features we an identify on the right panel that orresponds to the
dynamial ongurations. First we observe that the eigenmodes are shifted somewhat to
the left. Their value suggests a nearly zero physial quark mass indiating a small additive
mass renormalization of δm ≈ −0.015. On the quenhed ongurations δm is pratially
zero. As we based our parameters on the quenhed spetrosopy, by aident we simulated
an approximately massless dynamial quark system. Sine in the 2nd A/R step of the
update (Set. IVC) we subtrat the low lying eigenmodes, this did not ause any inrease
in omputing time.
On its own a small mass renormalization is not a problem. It is the utuations of
the eigenmodes beyond δm that reate exeptional ongurations. These utuation are
suppressed on the dynamial ongurations as ompared to the quenhed ase. The two
panels of Figure 5 ontain the same number of eigenvalues and it is apparent that the Dira
operator on the dynamial ongurations is muh more hiral than on the quenhed ones.
This unexpeted benet is the eet of the fermioni determinant in the Boltzmann weight
and shows that its presene enhanes the ongurations where our parametrization of the
xed point Dira operator works better.
The very small eigenmodes, those with |λ| < 0.1, are ompletely missing from the right
panel. This is the onsequene of the suppression of the low eigenmodes by the determinant.
The gauge update of Set.IVA reates ongurations with real eigenmodes and some of
these are aepted by the A/R steps. One of these modes is present on the right panel of
Figure 5 at λ ≈ 0.3. However as these real eigenvalues move toward zero their determinants
beome small and the ongurations are eventually replaed by ongurations without real
eigenmodes. On large volumes the small omplex eigenmodes are not ompletely suppressed
but on these small volumes even those are missing.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we disussed the Partial Global Stohasti Update method and its use to
simulate dynamial xed point fermions. The original method is ombined with several
improvement tehniques. By separating and ontrolling both the UV and IR modes of
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Figure 5: The low lying eigenvalue spetrum of the Dira operator on 50 pure Yang-Mills (left) and
50 equilibrated dynamial (right) ongurations. Both panels orrespond to 83 × 24, a ≈ 0.14 fm
latties with the same lattie quark masses.
the Dira operator and the utuations of its stohasti estimator we found the update
eient on moderate volumes even near the hiral limit. To illustrate the algorithm we
presented some preliminary results on 83× 24, a ≈ 0.14 fm latties with 2+1 avors with an
approximately massless light doublet.
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